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Novel Chroma Subsampling Strategy Based on
Mathematical Optimization for Compressing
Mosaic Videos With Arbitrary RGB Color

Filter Arrays in H.264/AVC and HEVC
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Abstract— To save manufacturing cost, most color digital video
cameras employ a single-sensor technology with a red–green–
blue (RGB) color filter array (CFA) to capture real-world scenes.
Due to only one primary color measured at each pixel location,
the captured videos are usually referred to as the mosaic videos.
For the purposes of economical storage and transmission, it is
very important to achieve a good tradeoff between the quality and
bitrate when compressing mosaic videos with different RGB-CFA
structures. In this paper, based on mathematical optimization
technique, a novel chroma subsampling strategy is presented for
compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary RGB-CFA structures
in H.264/AVC and High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). For
each 2 × 2 YUV block to be subsampled with 4:2:0 format,
the proposed strategy determines the proper sampled U and V
components by minimizing, prior to compression, the quality
distortion between the original colocated mosaic block and the
mosaic block conversed from the current subsampled YUV
block. Through the mathematical optimization formulated in the
proposed strategy, the significance of the sampled U and V
components for reconstructing R, G, and B pixels can be
simultaneously taken into consideration. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed chroma subsampling strategy
has the best quality and bitrate tradeoff at a similar execution
time requirement for compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary
RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC and HEVC compared with
the state-of-the-art ones by Chen et al. and Yang et al. as well
as the three commonly used ones.

Index Terms— Arbitrary red–green–blue (RGB) color filter
arrays (CFAs), Bjøntegaard delta peak signal-to-noise
ratio (BD-PSNR), chroma subsampling, H.264/AVC, High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), mathematical optimization,
mosaic videos.

I. INTRODUCTION

AFULL-COLOR video usually consists of three primary
red–green–blue (RGB) color channels and accordingly,
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Fig. 1. Seven typical RGB-CFA structures. (a) Bayer CFA. (b) Lukac and
Plataniotis CFA. (c) Yamanaka CFA. (d) Diagonal stripe CFA. (e) Vertical
stripe CFA. (f) Modified Bayer CFA. (g) HVS-based CFA.

three independent sensors per pixel location, each for acquiring
a specific primary color, are demanded in a color digital video
camera. To save manufacturing cost, most color digital video
cameras equip only a single sensor covered with an RGB
color filter array (CFA) per pixel location to capture real-world
scenes. Since each pixel in the image frames of the acquired
video has only one of three primary RGB color components,
this kind of video is usually referred to as a mosaic video. For
a mosaic video, the information about its RGB-CFA structure,
which means the arrangement of the RGB color filters in
the CFA, is quite important, since with this information, the
demosaicking process [5], [6], [10], [14], [17]–[20], [23],
[25]–[27] can convert the acquired mosaic video into the full-
color video. In general, the RGB-CFA structure information
can be obtained from the camera manufacturer or the header
of the mosaic video stored in TIFF-EP format. Seven typical
types of RGB-CFA structures [21] are shown in Fig. 1, among
which the Bayer CFA [1] is currently the most popular one.

A digital video camera is often a portable recording device
driven by a battery power and with limited capacity for data
storage and transmission. After captured by the camera, the
videos are often conveyed from the camera to another video
manipulation environment with greater computing resources
and then are enhanced by postprocessing operations such as
lens aberration correction, color correction, exposure and white
balance adjustment, dead pixel removal, tone mapping, and
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so on. For single-sensor digital video cameras aiming at low
manufacturing cost, in order to maximize their utility under the
circumstance of their limited storage space and transmission
capacity, compressing the captured mosaic videos prior to stor-
ing or transmitting the videos while preserving good quality
of the reconstructed videos for the subsequent postprocessing
operations is necessary and rather desired in practice. During
the past decades, several compression schemes for mosaic
videos have been proposed and can be roughly divided into
two categories: 1) compression-first and 2) demosaicking-first
mosaic video compression schemes. Compression-first mosaic
video compression schemes, which first convert the CFA
structure by color separation, geometric adjustment, or color
domain transformation and then directly carry out compression
without demosaicking for achieving better compression effi-
ciency, are often applied to mosaic videos with the Bayer CFA
since the Bayer CFA has 2:1:1 (G:B:R) color component com-
position in each 2 × 2 subimage, which is similar to the 4:2:2
subsampling format used by the encoder. Lee and Ortega [16]
exploited the transformation from RGB color domain to
YCbCr color domain together with the geometric rotation
technique to directly compress mosaic images with the
Bayer CFA in the JPEG environment. Malvar and Sullivan [22]
proposed a low-complexity integer-reversible spectral–spatial
color domain transformation for mosaic images with the
Bayer or Bayer-like CFA by which the concerned mosaic
images can directly be compressed with JPEG in a loss-
less, lossy, or progressive-to-lossless manner. Thanks to
only intra-mode encoding supported by most video coders,
the above two compression schemes originally designed
for compressing mosaic images can also be applied to
mosaic video compression. Gastaldi et al. [11] presented the
first structure-conversion-based coder for compressing mosaic
videos with the Bayer CFA under the MPEG-2 environ-
ment [12]. Later, due to better compression efficiency achieved
by the H.264/AVC video coder [9], Doutre et al. [7] incor-
porated the structure conversion technique in [11] with the
prediction schemes in H.264/AVC to deliver better compres-
sion results for mosaic videos with the Bayer CFA. Doutre
and Nasiopoulos [8] further improved, according to the char-
acteristic of the Bayer CFA, the intra-prediction scheme in
H.264/AVC to enhance the quality of the reconstructed mosaic
video. Unfortunately, due to the difficulty in converting non-
Bayer-like CFA structures, the compression-first mosaic video
compression schemes cannot be applied directly to mosaic
videos with non-Bayer-like CFA structures.

As a remedy, demosaicking-first mosaic video compression
schemes first perform demosaicking on the acquired mosaic
video and then apply a regular compression process consisting
of the RGB to YUV color domain transformation, chroma
subsampling, and video coding to the recovered full-color
video such that they are applicable to mosaic videos with
arbitrary RGB-CFA structures. The simplest demosaicking-
first mosaic video compression scheme is to adopt one
demosaicking technique designed for one specific RGB-CFA
structure or one universal demosaicking technique designed for
arbitrary RGB-CFA structures together with one of the com-
monly used chroma subsampling strategies originally designed

for full-color videos. However, the commonly used chroma
subsampling strategies designed for full-color videos always
sample the U and V components from the fixed positions
and without considering the characteristics of mosaic videos,
resulting in inferior quality of the reconstructed mosaic videos.
To alleviate this problem, Chen et al. [4] and Yang et al. [27]
proposed the chroma subsampling strategies specially designed
for compressing mosaic videos with the Bayer CFA and with
arbitrary RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC, respectively.
In their chroma subsampling strategies, by considering the
significance of the sampled U components for reconstructing
B pixels as well as the sampled V components for recon-
structing R pixels, the positions of the sampled U and V
components are dynamically adjusted according to the cor-
responding RGB-CFA structure. Specifically, Yang et al.’s
chroma subsampling strategy has the same compression
performance as Chen et al.’s one for mosaic videos with the
Bayer CFA, and yields better compression performance over
the commonly used ones for mosaic videos with arbitrary
RGB-CFA structures. However, since usually the majority of
the pixel locations in the RGB-CFA structure equip G color
filters, not considering the significance of the sampled
U and V components for reconstructing G pixels in their
chroma subsampling strategies leads to a limited quality
improvement for the reconstructed mosaic videos.

With the continuous growth of video resolution, the
H.264/AVC standard can no longer deliver satisfied compres-
sion results. The emerging video coding standard, called High
Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), aims to not only improve
the quality of the reconstructed videos but also double the
compression ratio, compared with the H.264/AVC standard,
with a limited increase in computational complexity. The
HEVC project spent much effort in developing advanced
prediction modes for better luma/chroma intra/inter predictions
where the luma-predict-chroma mode has been shown to
provide significant coding gains, revealing that in HEVC, fully
using the YUV format as an intermediary for compression
would benefit more than in H.264/AVC and hence this brings a
potential advantage for developing a demosaicking-first mosaic
video compression scheme in HEVC.

In this paper, based on mathematical optimization, a novel
chroma subsampling strategy is proposed for compress-
ing mosaic videos with arbitrary RGB-CFA structures
in H.264/AVC and HEVC [3]. In the proposed chroma
subsampling strategy, for each 2 × 2 YUV block to be
subsampled with 4:2:0 format, the proper sampled U and V
components are determined by minimizing, prior to compres-
sion, the quality distortion between the original colocated
mosaic block and the mosaic block conversed from the cur-
rent subsampled YUV block. Different from overfavoring the
R and B pixels’ reconstruction when determining the sam-
pled U and V components in Chen et al.’s and Yang et al.’s
chroma subsampling strategies, the significance of the sam-
pled U and V components for reconstructing R, G, and
B pixels is simultaneously taken into consideration through the
mathematical optimization formulated in the proposed chroma
subsampling strategy. The experimental results demonstrate
that the proposed chroma subsampling strategy has the best
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quality and bitrate tradeoff at a similar computational time
requirement for compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary
RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC and HEVC compared with
the state-of-the-art ones by Chen et al. and Yang et al. as well
as the commonly used ones.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II, we review the demosaicking-first mosaic
video compression schemes and the related chroma sub-
sampling strategies. In Section III, we present the proposed
novel chroma subsampling strategy based on mathematical
optimization for compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary
RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC and HEVC. Based on
six test videos with the seven typical RGB-CFA structures,
Section IV gives the empirical results to justify the qual-
ity superiority of the proposed chroma subsampling strategy
for compressing mosaic videos. The concluding remarks are
addressed in Section V.

II. DEMOSAICKING-FIRST MOSAIC VIDEO COMPRESSION

SCHEMES AND RELATED CHROMA

SUBSAMPLING STRATEGIES

This section begins with a brief description of the
demosaicking-first compression schemes for mosaic videos
with arbitrary RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC and HEVC
and then points out the drawbacks of the related chroma
subsampling strategies.

A. Demosaicking-First Mosaic Video Compression Schemes

For each mosaic image IM in the captured mosaic video
with an arbitrary RGB-CFA structure, the demosaicking-first
mosaic video compression schemes, at the encoder side, first
demosaick IM by a demosaicking technique designed for
the used RGB-CFA structure or a universal demosaicking
technique designed for arbitrary RGB-CFA structures to obtain
the demosaicked full-color RGB image. Then, the transforma-
tion from the RGB color domain to the YUV color domain
defined as⎡
⎣

Y
U
V

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

0.257 0.504 0.098
−0.148 −0.291 0.439
0.439 −0.368 −0.071

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

R
G
B

⎤
⎦ +

⎡
⎣

16
128
128

⎤
⎦ (1)

is performed on the demosaicked full-color RGB image so as
to obtain the corresponding YUV image IYUV. Next, a 4:2:0
chroma subsampling strategy is applied to the U and V
components in IYUV such that for each 2 × 2 block in IYUV,
only one sampled U component and V component are kept,
as shown in Fig. 2 where Yk , Uk , and Vk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, denote,
respectively, the Y , U , and V components of the pixel at
position k in which k indicates the row-major index of the
current block. Finally, the resultant subsampled YUV image
is conveyed to the video encoder, e.g., the H.264/AVC encoder
or the HEVC encoder, for compression with 4:2:0 format.

At the decoder side, when reconstructing the compressed
mosaic video, the video decoder first reconstructs the subsam-
pled YUV images with the specified 4:2:0 format and then
duplicates, respectively, the sampled U and V components as
the discarded U and V components for all the pixels of each

Fig. 2. Results for one 2 × 2 YUV block before and after the 4:2:0 chroma
subsampling.

2 × 2 block in the reconstructed subsampled YUV images.
Next, the transformation from the YUV domain to the RGB
domain defined as⎡

⎣
R
G
B

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

1.164 0 1.596
1.164 −0.391 −0.813
1.164 2.018 0

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

Y − 16
U − 128
V − 128

⎤
⎦ (2)

is performed on the reconstructed YUV images to obtain
the reconstructed RGB images. Finally, the reconstructed
mosaic video is delivered by mosaicking these reconstructed
RGB images with the associated RGB-CFA structure.

B. Related Chroma Subsampling Strategies
and Their Drawbacks

In the existing full-color video compression schemes,
there exist three commonly used 4:2:0 chroma subsampling
strategies, denoted by 4:2:0(A), 4:2:0(L), and 4:2:0(R), respec-
tively. Although the three chroma subsampling strategies are
originally designed for tackling the YUV videos associated
with the full-color videos, since in the above mosaic video
compression procedure, the input mosaic video has been
transformed into a regular YUV video before chroma sub-
sampling, the three chroma subsampling strategies still can
be used as the chroma subsampling strategy required for the
demosaicking-first mosaic video compression scheme. The
4:2:0(A) determines the one sampled U and V components
associated with each 2 × 2 YUV block, respectively, by aver-
aging the four U and V components in the block. The 4:2:0(L)
determines the one sampled U and V components associated
with each 2 × 2 YUV block, respectively, by averaging the
U and V components in the left column of the block. As for
the 4:2:2(R), its determination process for the one sampled
U and V components is similar to that of the 4:2:2(L) but
chooses the U and V components in the right column of the
block.

However, since the three commonly used chroma
subsampling strategies designed for full-color videos
always sample the U and V components from the fixed
positions and without taking the characteristics of mosaic
videos into account, compressing mosaic videos using any
of the three chroma subsampling strategies yields inferior
quality of the reconstructed mosaic videos. To further
enhance the quality of the reconstructed mosaic videos,
Chen et al. [4] and Yang et al. [27] proposed the chroma sub-
sampling strategies specially designed for compressing mosaic
videos with the Bayer CFA and with arbitrary RGB-CFA
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Fig. 3. (a) 2 × 2 YUV block. (b) Colocated mosaic block.

structures, respectively. From (2), Chen et al. and
Yang et al. observed the following.

1) Only reconstructing the B and G pixels involves the
U component and only reconstructing the R and G pixels
involves the V component.

2) The coefficients of the U component in (2) show that the
U component possesses more impact on reconstructing
the B pixel than on reconstructing the G pixel.

3) The coefficients of the V component in (2) reveal that
the V component possesses more impact on reconstruct-
ing the R pixel than on reconstructing the G pixel.

Accordingly, for better reconstructing the compressed mosaic
video, the one sampled U component for each 2 × 2 YUV
block at the encoder side should preferentially be determined
as the average of the U components of the pixels that corre-
spond to the B pixels in the colocated mosaic block. Similarly,
the one sampled V component for each 2 × 2 YUV block
should preferentially be determined as the average of the V
components of the pixels that correspond to the R pixels in
the colocated mosaic block. For example, considering a 2 × 2
YUV block and its colocated mosaic block shown in Fig. 3,
Chen et al.’s and Yang et al.’s chroma subsampling strategies
choose U3 and V2 to be the sampled U and V components of
this YUV block.

Although Chen et al.’s and Yang et al.’s chroma
subsampling strategies exploit the significance of the sampled
U components for reconstructing B pixels as well as the
sampled V components for reconstructing R pixels so as to
yield better quality of the reconstructed mosaic videos, since
usually the majority of the pixel locations in the RGB-CFA
structure equip G color filters to capture color information, not
considering the significance of the sampled U and V compo-
nents for reconstructing G pixels in their chroma subsampling
strategies eventually leads to a limited quality improvement.
Thus, in the following section, we propose a novel chroma
subsampling strategy based on mathematical optimization for
compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary RGB-CFA struc-
tures in H.264/AVC and HEVC, which can simultaneously
consider the significance of the sampled U and V components
for reconstructing R, G, and B pixels and hence superior
quality of the reconstructed mosaic videos can be expected.

III. PROPOSED CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGY

BASED ON MATHEMATICAL OPTIMIZATION

Given an image frame IM in the input mosaic video with
an arbitrary RGB-CFA structure, after the demosaicking and

the transformation from the RGB color domain to the YUV
color domain as described earlier, we have the associated YUV
image frame IYUV. Considering a 2 × 2 block in IYUV, for
the pixel at position k of the current YUV block, where k,
1 ≤ k ≤ 4, indicates the row-major index of the block, let Ck

denote the type of RGB color filter used by the pixel at the
same position of the colocated 2×2 block in IM . For example,
we have C1 = G, C2 = R, C3 = B , and C4 = G for the 2×2
YUV block and its colocated mosaic block shown in Fig. 3.

Since the 4:2:0 chroma subsampling operation retains
only one sampled U and V components for the current
2 × 2 YUV block, the information loss due to discarding
partial U and V components turns out that the subsampled
YUV block cannot be losslessly conversed to the original
mosaic block prior to compression, implying that there must
exist quality distortion between the original mosaic block and
the mosaic block conversed from the subsampled YUV block
after the chroma subsampling and before the compression.
Intuitively, if this quality distortion is large, then when convey-
ing such a subsampled YUV block for compression, further
accompanied by compression distortion, the quality of the
reconstructed mosaic video would decay more seriously. Thus,
how to determine one proper sampled U and V components
such that this quality distortion can be effectively reduced
and then the quality of the reconstructed mosaic video can
be upgraded provides a direction to develop a better 4:2:0
chroma subsampling strategy for compressing mosaic videos.

Let U and V denote the sampled U and V components
to be determined for the current 2 × 2 YUV block. Since
after U and V are determined, U and V will be used as the
substitutes for the original U and V components of each pixel
of the current YUV block, the mosaic block conversed from
the subsampled YUV block must be different from the original
mosaic block and the quality distortion between them can be
defined as

D(U, V ) =
4∑

k=1

d2
k (3)

with dk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, denoting the difference between the color
value of the pixel at position k of the original 2 × 2 mosaic
block and the color value of the pixel at the same position of
the conversed mosaic block. From the transformation from
the YUV color domain to the RGB color domain shown
in (2), we observe that the variation in values of the U and V
components have different impacts on the variation in values
of the R, G, and B components and such a relationship can
be expressed as

⎡
⎣

�R
�G
�B

⎤
⎦ =

⎡
⎣

0 1.596
−0.391 −0.813
2.018 0

⎤
⎦

[
�U
�V

]
(4)

where �R, �G, �B , �U , and �V represent the variations
in values of the R, G, B, U , and V components, respectively.
For the pixel at position k of the current YUV block, since
its original U and V components, Uk and Vk , are replaced
by U and V after the chroma subsampling, according to (4),
the difference dk in (3) resulting from the variations
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Fig. 4. Example for performing the concerned chroma subsampling strategies on a real 2×2 mosaic block. (a) Original 2×2 mosaic block, its demosaicking,
and RGB-to-YUV color transformation. (b)–(f) Conversed mosaic blocks corresponding to the 4:2:0(A) strategy, the 4:2:0(L) strategy, the 4:2:0(R) strategy,
Chen et al.’s and Yang et al.’s strategies, the exhaustive search-based strategy, and the proposed strategy, respectively.

�U = (U − Uk) and �V = (V − Vk) can be given by

dk = ak(U − Uk) + bk(V − Vk) (5)

where

ak =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0, if Ck = R

−0.391, if Ck = G

2.018, if Ck = B

(6)

and

bk =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1.596, if Ck = R

−0.813, if Ck = G

0, if Ck = B.

(7)

According to the sampled U and V , prior to compression, the
resulting quality distortion between the original mosaic block
and the mosaic block conversed from the subsampled YUV
block can be rewritten as

D(U, V ) =
4∑

k=1

[ak(U − Uk) + bk(V − Vk)]2. (8)

The above equation states that for the current 2 × 2
YUV block, when the sampled U and V components are
determined as U and V , the resulting quality distortion prior
to compression will be D(U, V ). To upgrade the quality of
the reconstructed mosaic video by effectively reducing the
above quality distortion, we propose that the determination
of U and V should make D(U, V ) minimized. Thus, in the
proposed chroma subsampling strategy, the way to determine
U and V is modeled as the following mathematical optimiza-
tion problem:

arg min
0≤U,V ≤255

D(U, V ). (9)

However, since U and V are discrete, obtaining the true
solution to the above optimization problem requires an exhaus-
tive search over all possible values of U and V , which will
significantly increase the computational complexity. Instead,
we first set the first derivative of the above optimization
problem with respect to U and V to zero to yield

∂ D(U, V )

∂U
=

4∑
k=1

2ak[ak(U − Uk) + bk(V − Vk)] = 0 (10)

∂ D(U, V )

∂V
=

4∑
k=1

2bk[ak(U − Uk) + bk(V − Vk)] = 0. (11)

By solving this linear system, the approximated solu-
tion (Û , V̂ ) to the above optimization problem can be obtained
as (12) and (13), as shown at the bottom of this page. Then,
in considerations of the discrete characteristic of U and V as
well as the truncation used in the transformation between the
RGB and YUV color domains, we thus determine the sampled
U and V components for the current YUV block by

(U∗, V ∗) = arg min
�Û�≤U≤�Û�
�V̂ �≤V ≤�V̂ �

D(U, V ) (14)

where �x� and �x� represent the floor function of x and the
ceil function of x , respectively.

We now take a real 2 × 2 block from the Houses video
with the Bayer CFA as an example to demonstrate the qual-
ity superiority of the proposed chroma subsampling strat-
egy among the concerned chroma subsampling strategies.
Fig. 4(a) shows the original 2 × 2 mosaic block, the corre-
sponding demosaicking, and the RGB-to-YUV color trans-
formation before the chroma subsampling operation. For
the current YUV block to be subsampled, after performing

Û =
(∑4

k=1 b 2
k

) · ( ∑4
k=1 a 2

k Uk + akbkVk
) − (∑4

k=1 akbk
) · (∑4

k=1 akbkUk + b 2
k Vk

)
(∑4

k=1 a 2
k

) · ( ∑4
k=1 b 2

k

) − (∑4
k=1 akbk

)2 (12)

V̂ =
(∑4

k=1 akbk
) · (∑4

k=1 a 2
k Uk + akbkVk

) − (∑4
k=1 a 2

k

) · (∑4
k=1 akbkUk + b 2

k Vk
)

(∑4
k=1 akbk

)2 − ( ∑4
k=1 a 2

k

) · (∑4
k=1 b 2

k

) (13)
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the concerned chroma subsampling strategies as described
in Sections II-B and III on it, we have, respectively, Us = 132
and Vs = 122 for the 4:2:0(A) strategy, Us = 135 and
Vs = 120 for the 4:2:0(L) strategy, Us = 129 and Vs = 124
for the 4:2:0(R) strategy, Us = 137 and Vs = 126 for
Chen et al.’s and Yang et al.’s strategies, and Us = 137
and Vs = 123 for the strategy based on an exhaustive
search and the proposed strategy, where Us and Vs denote
the sampled U and V components for the current YUV block.
After performing the related inverse operations, the conversed
mosaic blocks corresponding to the concerned chroma sub-
sampling strategies are shown in Fig. 4(b)–(f). Comparing
the six conversed mosaic blocks with the original one, it is
clear that prior to compression, the proposed strategy and
the exhaustive search-based strategy have the least quality
distortion, i.e., D(U, V ) = 30, whereas Chen et al.’s and
Yang et al.’s strategies, the 4:2:0(A) strategy, the 4:2:0(L) strat-
egy, and the 4:2:0(R) strategy result in more quality distortion,
i.e., D(U, V ) = 54, D(U, V ) = 158, D(U, V ) = 107, and
D(U, V ) = 294, respectively. Note that Yang et al.’s chroma
subsampling strategy has the same quality performance as
Chen et al.’s one for mosaic videos with the Bayer CFA.

After applying the proposed chroma subsampling strategy
to all the 2 × 2 YUV blocks in the image frames of the
YUV video for the determination of their sampled U and V
components, the subsampled YUV images are then conveyed
to the video encoder for compression in 4:2:0 format. Since
the proposed chroma subsampling strategy aims to deliver
the subsampled YUV video with minimized quality distortion
prior to compression by determining the proper sampled
U and V components, the quality of the reconstructed mosaic
video using the proposed chroma subsampling strategy can be
expected to decay less compared with those using the chroma
subsampling strategies described in Section II-B.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present some experimental results
to show that the proposed chroma subsampling strategy
based on mathematical optimization has better quality and
bitrate tradeoff for compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary
RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC and HEVC compared
with the state-of-the-art ones by Chen et al. [4] and
Yang et al. [27] as well as the three commonly used ones,
4:2:0(A), 4:2:0(L), and 4:2:0(R). Although Chen et al.’s
and Yang et al.’s chroma subsampling strategies are at first
developed under the H.264/AVC environment, with the release
of the HEVC standard, the experiments of applying the two
strategies for compressing mosaic videos in HEVC are also
performed for comparison. Specifically, since Chen et al.’s
chroma subsampling strategy has the same compression per-
formance as Yang et al.’s one for mosaic videos with the
Bayer CFA, only the results of Yang et al.’s strategy are
reported. In addition, to justify the quality superiority of the
proposed strategy, the chroma subsampling strategy based on
an exhaustive search over all possible values of the sampled
U and V components as described in Section III is imple-
mented for comparison and is named ideal in the comparison
results.

Before conducting the experiments, the following three
steps are carried out to generate the required test mosaic
videos. First, we use the 24 still images in Kodak collec-
tion [29] and the four real-world videos, namely, Foreman,
Tempete, Paris, and Mother and Daughter, to generate the
28 full-color videos of which each is with two hundred
352 × 288 RGB image frames normalized to 8-bit per color
channel. Next, since most cameras in practice employ lens
design with a bit of intentional blurring to reduce aliasing
due to the RGB-CFA subsampling, in order to fit in the real
camera-capturing process, small amounts of Gaussian lowpass
filtering are applied to the 28 full-color videos before the
RGB-CFA subsampling. Finally, we subsample each of the
28 blurred full-color videos with the seven RGB-CFA struc-
tures shown in Fig. 1, respectively, to generate the required
test mosaic videos. Here, we classify these mosaic videos into
two sets, namely, Set1 and Set2, where the former includes the
mosaic videos generated from the full-color videos regard-
ing the 24 still images in Kodak collection and the latter
contains those generated from the full-color videos regarding
the four real-world videos. We then perform, in H.264/AVC
and HEVC, the compression and reconstruction processes
accompanied with the six concerned chroma subsampling
strategies on all the mosaic videos in Set1 and Set2. Note
that in the experiments, we adopt the universal demosaicking
technique in [27] to recover the full RGB colors for the mosaic
videos.

All the experiments are implemented on a computer with an
Intel Core i7-3770 CPU 3.4 GHz and 4-GB RAM. The oper-
ating system is Microsoft Windows 7 64-bit operating system.
The program development environment is Visual C++ 2010.
The H.264/AVC and HEVC reference softwares used for video
compression are JM-18.4 and HM-13.0-RExt-6.0, respectively.
In addition, the GOP size is set to 8, the GOP structure
adopts the random access main profile, and the ten different
quantization parameters (QPs) considered in compression are
4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, and 36.

A. Comparison in Terms of Quality and Bitrate Tradeoff

In the evaluation of quality and bitrate tradeoff, the quality
of the reconstructed mosaic video and the bitrate required for
the compressed video are the two main performance measures
for comparison. Due to the purpose of display, the mosaic
video often needs to be converted into the full-color video,
so the quality of the reconstructed full-color video is also
important and should be addressed. Here, we adopt the peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to measure the quality of the
reconstructed mosaic video. Let P = {(m, n)|1 ≤ m ≤ H,
1 ≤ n ≤ W } denote the set of pixel coordinates in one image
frame of size W × H . The PSNR of the reconstructed mosaic
video with N image frames is expressed as

PSNR = 1

N

N∑
n=1

10 log10
2552

1
WH

∑
p∈P

[
I n

M (p) − Ĩ n
M (p)

]2 (15)

where I n
M (p) denotes the color value of the pixel at position

p in the nth image frame of the original mosaic video and
Ĩ n

M (p) the reconstructed analogue. To evaluate the quality of
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Fig. 5. RD curves of PSNR against bitrate corresponding to the six concerned 4:2:0 chroma subsampling strategies for the mosaic videos with different
RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC. (a) Bayer CFA. (b) Lukac and Plataniotis CFA. (c) Vertical stripe CFA.

Fig. 6. RD curves of CPSNR against bitrate corresponding to the six concerned 4:2:0 chroma subsampling strategies for the mosaic videos with different
RGB-CFA structures in H.264/AVC. (a) Bayer CFA. (b) Lukac and Plataniotis CFA. (c) Vertical stripe CFA.

the reconstructed full-color video, following the same practice
in [4], we first demosaick the original mosaic video and
the reconstructed mosaic video into full-color videos and
then calculate the color PSNR (CPSNR) between them. The
CPSNR of the reconstructed full-color video is expressed as

CPSNR = 1

N

N∑
n=1

10 log10
2552

CMSE
(16)

with

CMSE = 1

3WH

∑
p∈P

∑
C∈{R,G,B}

[
I n,C

RG B(p) − Ĩ n,C
RG B(p)

]2 (17)

where I n,C
RG B(p) and Ĩ n,C

RG B(p) denote the C ∈ {R, G, B} color
value of the pixel at position p in the nth image frame of
the original and reconstructed demosaicked full-color videos,
respectively. Besides the above PSNR and CPSNR, the video
quality metric (VQM) proposed by the NTIA [24], which has
been standardized in Recommendation ITU-T J.144 [15] as
a normative full-reference video quality assessment model, is
also adopted for evaluating the quality of the reconstructed
full-color video. Note that here we use the NTIA general
model and the full reference calibration provided in the batch
VQM software 2.0 [28] to measure the values of VQM for all
the reconstructed full-color videos. Moreover, given the frame
rate F , the bitrate of the compressed video is defined as

Bitrate = T

N
× F (18)

where T represents the total number of bits used to compress
the mosaic video with N frames. In general, higher values

of PSNR and CPSNR indicate, respectively, better quality
of the reconstructed mosaic video and the reconstructed full-
color video, lower values of VQM imply better quality of the
reconstructed full-color video because the VQM measures the
video distortion, and lower values of bitrate reflect less storage
requirement for the compressed video.

Based on the average values of PSNR, CPSNR, and bitrate
over Set1 and Set2 under different QP circumstances, the
rate–distortion (RD) curves for different chroma subsam-
pling strategies and different RGB-CFA structures are plotted
to illustrate the overall performance of the six concerned
chroma subsampling strategies. Due to lack of space, only the
RD curves corresponding to compressing the mosaic videos
with the Bayer CFA, the Lukac and Plataniotis CFA, and
the vertical stripe CFA in H.264/AVC and HEVC are given
in Figs. 5–8, respectively. The RD curves corresponding to
mosaic videos with the other four RGB-CFA structures can be
found in [30]. From Figs. 5–8, it is obvious that in H.264/AVC
and HEVC, the proposed novel chroma subsampling strategy
based on mathematical optimization has almost the same
quality and bitrate tradeoff as the ideal chroma subsampling
strategy and outperforms all the other concerned chroma
subsampling strategies. Similar results are observed in the
RD curves corresponding to mosaic videos with the other four
RGB-CFA structures. In particular, for the mosaic videos with
the vertical stripe CFA, the improvement of quality and bitrate
tradeoff by the proposed chroma subsampling strategy is most
significant.

Besides the RD curves, to provide quantitative comparison
results, we further employ the Bjøntegaard delta
PSNR (BD-PSNR) [2] to indicate the average PSNR
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Fig. 7. RD curves of PSNR against bitrate corresponding to the six concerned 4:2:0 chroma subsampling strategies for the mosaic videos with different
RGB-CFA structures in HEVC. (a) Bayer CFA. (b) Lukac and Plataniotis CFA. (c) Vertical stripe CFA.

Fig. 8. RD curves of CPSNR against bitrate corresponding to the six concerned 4:2:0 chroma subsampling strategies for the mosaic videos with different
RGB-CFA structures in HEVC. (a) Bayer CFA. (b) Lukac and Plataniotis CFA. (c) Vertical stripe CFA.

TABLE I

BD-PSNR RESULTS (dB) OF THE 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), YANG et al.’s, IDEAL, AND PROPOSED CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGIES OVER THE 4:2:0(A)

CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGY FOR THE TWO MOSAIC VIDEO SETS AND DIFFERENT QP INTERVALS IN H.264/AVC

difference over the same bitrate interval for any two
concerned chroma subsampling strategies. We take the
4:2:0(A) chroma subsampling strategy to be the comparison
basis and then tabulate the BD-PSNR results for the
4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), Yang et al.’s, ideal, and proposed chroma
subsampling strategies in Tables I and II. In Tables I and II, a
positive value of BD-PSNR, respectively, indicates, compared
with the 4:2:0(A) chroma subsampling strategy, the quality
superiority of the corresponding chroma subsampling strategy
for compressing mosaic videos in H.264/AVC and HEVC.
Thus, it is clear that in the low and middle QP circumstances,
both the proposed and ideal chroma subsampling strategies
outperform Yang et al.’s one and dominate the three

commonly used ones in terms of the BD-PSNR performance,
implying that compressing mosaic videos with either of both
the proposed and ideal chroma subsampling strategies can
indeed deliver better quality of the reconstructed mosaic
videos and the reconstructed full-color videos under the
same bitrate. Although the BD-PSNR performances of both
the proposed and ideal chroma subsampling strategy decay
for the high QP circumstances, it seldom occurs in practice
since encoding mosaic videos at a low bitrate often leads to
obvious compression artifacts and poor visual perception.

Furthermore, similar to the calculation of BD-PSNR, we
also compute the average VQM difference of the reconstructed
full-color videos over the same bitrate interval for any two
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TABLE II

BD-PSNR RESULTS (dB) OF THE 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), YANG et al.’s, IDEAL, AND PROPOSED CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGIES OVER THE 4:2:0(A)

CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGY FOR THE TWO MOSAIC VIDEO SETS AND DIFFERENT QP INTERVALS IN HEVC

TABLE III

AVERAGE VQM DIFFERENCE OF THE 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), YANG et al.’s, IDEAL, AND PROPOSED CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGIES

OVER THE 4:2:0(A) CHROMA SUBSAMPLING STRATEGY FOR THE TWO MOSAIC VIDEO SETS AND DIFFERENT

QP INTERVALS IN H.264/AVC AND HEVC

concerned chroma subsampling strategies. Table III gives the
average VQM difference results for the 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R),
Yang et al.’s, ideal, and proposed chroma subsampling strate-
gies, in which the 4:2:0(A) is taken as the comparison basis.
A negative value of the average VQM difference in Table III
indicates, compared with the 4:2:0(A) chroma subsampling
strategy, the quality superiority of the corresponding chroma
subsampling strategy for compressing mosaic videos. It is
worth noting that the conclusions drawn from the average
VQM difference results exactly coincide with those from the
BD-PSNR results, which confirms again the quality superiority
of both the proposed and ideal chroma subsampling strategies
for compressing mosaic videos in H.264/AVC and HEVC.

B. Comparison in Terms of Execution Time

To demonstrate the feasibility of one chroma subsampling
strategy, the execution time of the concerned chroma

subsampling strategy itself and that of the whole compression
procedure should be addressed. This section investigates the
execution time comparison among the proposed chroma sub-
sampling strategy and the other five concerned ones. For
each concerned chroma subsampling strategy, each of the
seven RGB-CFA structures, and the H.264/AVC and HEVC
environments, we measure, over the cases of the ten considered
QPs as well as Set1 and Set2, the average execution time spent,
respectively, in the chroma subsampling operation and in the
whole compression procedure and then tabulate the results
in Tables IV–VI.

From Tables IV–VI, it is obvious that the ideal chroma
subsampling strategy leads to extremely high execution time in
the chroma subsampling operation and the whole compression
procedure compared with the other five concerned ones. This
is mainly because the ideal chroma subsampling strategy
requires performing an exhaustive search over all possible
values of the U and V components so as to determine the
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TABLE IV

COMPARISON OF THE EXECUTION TIMES REQUIRED IN THE CHROMA SUBSAMPLING OPERATION FOR THE SIX CONCERNED

STRATEGIES UNDER THE H.264/AVC AND HEVC ENVIRONMENTS

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF THE EXECUTION TIMES REQUIRED IN THE WHOLE COMPRESSION PROCEDURE FOR THE SIX CONCERNED

STRATEGIES UNDER THE H.264/AVC ENVIRONMENT

TABLE VI

COMPARISON OF THE EXECUTION TIMES REQUIRED IN THE WHOLE COMPRESSION PROCEDURE FOR THE SIX CONCERNED

STRATEGIES UNDER THE HEVC ENVIRONMENT

sampled U and V components for each 2 × 2 YUV
block, and hence, its execution time requirement
increases substantially, implying that the ideal chroma
subsampling strategy is infeasible in practice even though
it has superior quality and bitrate tradeoff. In contrast,
although the proposed chroma subsampling strategy

needs more execution time in the chroma subsampling
operation than the 4:2:0(A), 4:2:0(L), 4:2:0(R), and
Yang et al.’s ones, it, on average, causes only at most 1.65%
[=(1063.83 − 1046.52)/1046.52] increase in the execution
time of the whole compression procedure, revealing that
the proposed chroma subsampling strategy for compressing
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mosaic videos in H.264/AVC and HEVC is competitive, in
terms of execution time requirement, with Yang et al.’s and
the three commonly used ones.

In summary, the proposed novel chroma subsampling
strategy based on mathematical optimization for compress-
ing mosaic videos with arbitrary RGB-CFA structures in
H.264/AVC and HEVC does improve the quality and bitrate
tradeoff achieved by Yang et al.’s and the three commonly
used ones, while being computationally feasible in practice.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a novel chroma
subsampling strategy based on mathematical optimization for
compressing mosaic videos with arbitrary RGB-CFA struc-
tures in H.264/AVC and HEVC. For each 2 × 2 YUV block
to be subsampled with 4:2:0 format, the proposed strategy
determines the proper sampled U and V components by min-
imizing, prior to compression, the quality distortion between
the original colocated mosaic block and the mosaic block
conversed from the current subsampled YUV block. Different
from the previous chroma subsampling strategies that either
always sample the U and V components from the fixed
positions or only overfavor the R and B pixels’ reconstruc-
tion when determining the sampled U and V components,
the proposed chroma subsampling strategy simultaneously
considers, through the formulated mathematical optimization,
the significance of the sampled U and V components for
reconstructing R, G, and B pixels so as to determine the
proper sampled U and V components for each 2 × 2 YUV
block. The experimental results on the 28 test videos with
the seven RGB-CFA structures demonstrate that the proposed
chroma subsampling strategy does achieve the best quality
and bitrate tradeoff at a similar execution time requirement
for compressing mosaic videos in H.264/AVC and HEVC
compared with the state-of-the-art ones by Chen et al. and
Yang et al. as well as the three commonly used ones.
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